
 

VARICOR® /// MODULAR WASHROOM SOLUTIONS

A FEAST IS SERVED!
WITH THE IDEAL INGREDIENTS FOR YOUR PLANNING 
SUCCESS



Imagine you could simply submit your sketch 
and a washroom solution would be built to your 
specifications. 
 

INCONCEIVABLE?

WITH THE IDEAL INGREDIENTS FOR YOUR PLANNING 
SUCCESS



No matter what requirements and ideas you have for your project, with 

WASHTOP®, you can quickly and easily serve up consummate washroom 

solutions that are guaranteed to be to your clients’ taste.

WASHTOP® is the unique combination of panels and moulded bowls made of the 

copolymer-bonded solid-surface material VARICOR®. The panels can be tailored in 

length, width and even material thickness to any spatial situation and its specific 

requirements. A multitude of wash-bowl variants satisfies every demand in terms of 

design, shape and size. Over forty finishes in our standard product range ensure visually 

delectable finishing touches.

ONE RECIPE.  
TWO INGREDIENTS.  
ENDLESS VARIATIONS.
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“WASHTOP® adapts to 
my requirements. Not the 
other way around.”

/// Whatever you’re 
hungry for, we’ll serve  
it up!

“FOR A SMALL APPETITE.”

In tight spots, or where space is at a premium, WASHTOP® fulfils your need for a 

clear concept that is tailored to the spatial setting. You are given a compact solution 

that fully meets your planning requirements in terms of attractive design,  

cost-effectiveness and sustainability.

The system’s length and depth, and the position of the basins, are tailored to fit precisely 

into the available space. The continuous washbasin shelf optimises the usable area, and 

functional elements such as paper disposal, towel rails or paper dispensers can also be 

integrated. The seamless transition from the shelf to the basins, wall connection and skirt 

facilitates cleaning and ensures maximum hygiene.

It goes without saying that the moulded basins fully comply with the requirements of 

DIN EN 14688, for sanitary appliances. 

/// Your benefits with WASHTOP®:

+  Freely configurable

+  Variable dimensions

+  Seamless

+  Hygienic

+  Easy care

+  Functional

+  Uniform material

+  Fully repairable

+  Resistant to disinfectants

+  DIN EN 14688 certified
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WASHTOP® – SOLUTIONS 
FOR EVERY TASTE.

Enjoy the versatility of WASHTOP®. Whether as a single or multiple system, 

free-standing or in a niche installation, with oval, round or rectangular basins, in a trendy 

“halfpipe” layout or with concealed drain channel – with WASHTOP® you can find the 

perfect design for every setting.

Our application examples will whet your appetite. 
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/// WASHTOP® in service

+  Hotels

+  Restaurants

+  Public institutions

+  Office and administration buildings

+  Stadiums

+  Nurseries

+  Residential bathrooms

+  Clinics

+  Cruise ships + yachts

+  Passenger planes

+  Passenger trains

WASHTOP® also serves up its almost infinite variety of possibilities in places where 

a lot of public traffic has to be “served” in a short time. Multiple-washstand units, 

tailored exactly to requirements and available space, enable purpose-oriented solutions 

without restricting the creative scope you’re asking for.

WASHTOP®’s specific properties are particularly beneficial in buildings with high traffic 

loads. Seamless connections make cleaning easier, and the robust material ensures a 

long service life with consistent material quality and appearance.

“FOR BUFFETS.”

“Straight from sketch to 
substance.That’s how I see it.”
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ONLY THE BEST INGREDIENTS FOR  
EXQUISITE COMPOSITIONS.

The combination of the mineral filler aluminium trihydrate, or ATH for short, 

and a high-quality resin mixture results in a product with outstanding material 

properties: the unique solid-surface material VARICOR®. The perfect recipe for all 

your different ideas.

VARICOR® offers the best conditions for tried-and-tested functionality and maximum 

material safety. The material is entirely non-porous and fully coloured. The sum of the 

material properties offers you a number of advantages – both with the moulded parts in 

many standard and bespoke designs and with panels for worktops and wall coverings.
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With the extensive VARICOR® colour palette, you have a wide range of plain, 

granulated and marbled colours to choose from within the WASHTOP® collection. 

So you can easily set special colour accents, to “put the cherry on the cake”.

With bicolour washroom solutions, in which basins and shelves are used in different 

finishes, you have an interesting alternative at hand that leaves other materials in the 

sector far behind. 

You can also create bespoke colour concepts with VARICOR®. Just tell us the finish you 

want, and your requirements – we shall be happy to make you an offer.

ADD A SPOONFUL OF COLOUR. 
AND CREATE A TREAT FOR THE EYES.
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FOR PROJECTS 
THAT BREAK OUT OF THE MOULD.

/// Our service for you:

+  Support throughout the entire project

+  Custom-made products

+  Complete washroom concepts

+  Strong network of partners

+  After-sales service

It’s something that regularly crops up: a request you can’t carry out on your own. 

But we’re here for you. By choosing the WASHTOP® concept, you gain access to our 

long-standing partner network. So you can realise even unusual projects quickly and 

easily.

Perhaps, for example, you need a complex design for a wash-basin area combined with 

the corresponding vanity unit below, mirror cabinets, and lighting and control elements 

to form a complete washroom concept? Our strong network offers you all that.
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Bespoke design room by room: whether straight, rounded, curved or cornered 

is to your taste, thanks to the design variety of WASHTOP®, everything is set for 

you. 

For example, special basin models mean that barrier-free wash places can be produced 

in accordance with DIN 18040. In addition, our unique Colorline system offers you the 

possibility of seamlessly incorporating CI elements or internationally valid instructions for 

use into the material. This ensures that no dirt traps are created, as is usually the case 

with stickers. The motive or the writing always remains visible instead of fading or even 

disappearing over time due to abrasion.

“FOR TRUE GOURMETS.”

“It’s good to have a 
choice. Even better  
when I’m free to decide.”
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ADVANTAGES  
TO SAVOUR

WASHTOP®  is far more than a material or a standard product group.  

WASHTOP® stands for support throughout your entire project. 

Thanks to their many years’ experience in the property sector, our project consultants 

and network partners can give you all the support you need. This starts at the planning 

stage of your building project and goes right through to on-site measurements, prompt 

delivery and expert installation in the building. With our after-sales service, we are at 

your side with help and advice even after the project ends.

As the sales division of the Geberit Group, the market leader in the sanitary sector, and as 

a sister company of Keramag, the leading manufacturer of sanitary ceramics, VARICOR® 

stands for mature products with ISO 9001-certified quality assurance that you can trust in 

every respect. 

Extensive certification in a wide range of applications, from clinics and nurseries to 

railways and aviation, attest to the exceptional material properties of VARICOR®. In the 

WASHTOP® concept for washroom solutions, these have been implemented in a unique 

way.
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Our service phone:
+49 7225 9739-0

ILONA MC INTURFF :  INNENARCHITEKTIN

VINCENT MONET  :   VARICOR WASHTOP

“WASHTOP® is ready 
to help you with your 
planning. Just send us 
your request.”

Talk to us now.

It is extremely important to us that you our customer are satisfied, and we are happy to 

advise you on the possible applications of WASHTOP® and on working with VARICOR®.

/// What we offer you:

+ Detailed technical and product-specific information and documentation

+  An individual personal consultation

+   Building-related product advice from our highly qualified VARICOR® technical 

consultants in the field

+   Competent support and advice in the development of customer-specific moulded 

parts and solutions

+   Technical questions and challenges answered by in-house VARICOR® application 

technician

+  Customer service

TRY A TASTER!
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WE ARE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU

This document was produced with the greatest possible care. However, it may still contain 

technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. We therefore assume no liability for the 

completeness and accuracy of the documentation. Dimensions and shape specifications 

are subject to tolerances specific to the materials in accordance with ISO 2768-1C. As part 

of the ongoing development of our products, we reserve the right to change product and 

material specifications at any time without giving prior notice.

VARICOR GmbH
Waldstraße 33
D-76571 Gaggenau
Phone +49 7225 9739-0
Fax +49 7225 9739-49
info@varicor.com
www.varicor.com

Find your contact person at

www.varicor.com




